To be enslaved...
People work hard!
Cotton
To be enslaved...

WORK WORK WORK WORK!

NO READS NO FUN

COTTON TO BACCO

sad 😞
To be enslaved... Esther

Cotton h ochoke
not un NO!
Ivana

To be enslaved...

NO READ And no fun
And $work!
To be enslaved...

now I find freedom!
To be enslaved...
the People were in chains
To be enslaved...

NO READ,
Your stop work ge!

not fair.

People were stolen.
To be enslaved...

No READ work, you are get sold.
To be enslaved...

Man were

The white people stole the black people.
To be enslaved...

Wen people was in on the chains people can not learn to read.!
To be enslaved...

work work work! pick cotton

Saym-day 1

Saym-day 3

Saym-day 2

Saym-day 4
To be enslaved...

shall we have a harder work! work! work! work!